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Next time you see an electric-green Civic hatchback with ultra-low profile in. Nitto tires on Konig
Caffeine wheels, a watt Kenwood blaring the latest industrial metal, West Wings cladding
scraping the pavement, and a nasal exhaust note emanating from a 5-in. That kid behind the
wheel, the one who refers to grunge as "classic rock" and considers the last air-cooled an
antique, is responsible for getting the punch back into the Honda Civic line. Honda trimmed the
Civic hatchback out of its North American lineup when it introduced a new, more mainstream
Civic sedan and coupe here last year. Rather than spend Odyssey profits on adding the
low-volume hatchback to North American assembly lines Honda expects to sell no more than
15, Si models per year , it's sending us Si hatchbacks built in England, of all places. This solves
two problems: the need for another hatchback and the need for another "hot" model to appease
young buyers who made the last-generation Civic today's version of the ''57 Chevy. The result is
the most Euro-feeling Honda ever. But like the tach-punishing S, the Si feels more at home at
high revs and unlimited speeds than it will in the land of low-end torque. Its power doesn't get
serious until you're past rpm. Said competition would do well to note the Civic Si's handling
qualities. A drive down a moderately twisty road showed us that the Si, which uses virtually the
same suspension setup as the hp European Civic Type-R, suffers very little body roll, even on
abrupt turn-in. And yet the damping rates are such that it doesn't crash over the rare rough road
in Germany. If your tastes lean toward sacrificing a bit of ride for some good handling, you
won't be disappointed. Although Honda has again undertired a new car smallish in. Michelin
MXVs , they don't easily squeal, and they do stick. Steering is precise, but too light in our
estimation, thanks? Transition from understeer to oversteer is fairly abrupt, and we suspect
that, in the right corners, the front-driver would easily snap its tail. But while the new-generation
Civic is quite tall in keeping with current small sedan trends, and Si's suspension setup doesn't
allow for any tippiness. Another Euro touch is the five-speed manual gearbox's the only
transmission offered in the Si rally-style gearshift. Mounted at the lower end of the dash, like the
pre-selector in the Citron Traction Avant or the automatic in the Toyota Highlander , Honda is a
bit concerned about how well this unique aspect will be received. It has the familiar five-speed
H-pattern, triple-cone synchros for first and second like the RSX , typical high-quality Honda
feel, and short throws. The engineers can stop worrying: Your right hand will find it in a natural
position, providing you're not too tall or short. Its position frees up some floor space for a large
tray at the top of the handy center console, while the placement of the leather-covered gearshift
is part of the car's foreign undertone. That's hp in the European Civic-the U. Acura has , lb-ft of
torque, and a standard six-speed gearbox. Move to Europe and you'll also get appropriately
aggressive in. Perhaps it's that Honda knows its young buyership will head straight for their
local Manny, Moe, and Mgen for wheels, tires, and breathing apparatus. And because Honda
didn't want to encroach on the more expensive Acura's territory, it gave us the standard RSX's
engine and gearbox. Inside, snug, well-bolstered Recaro-like front buckets have charcoal suede
bolsters around a red insert. The "aluminum" plastic trim on the dash is nicely designed,
although not perfectly executed on the preproduction model we drove. Overall, it's a really nice
interior, well above North American-made Civics for material quality and ambience and good
enough to rival the interiors of VW 's Golf, the standard-bearer in this size category. The
spaciousness of the interior-the back seat actually is comfortable for adults on day-long
journeys-is emphasized in the tight, hatchback body. Unfortunately, that exterior is a bit on the
bland side. Other than cool wheels and a red badge on the tail, there's little to distinguish the Si
from standard-issue Euro Civics. A red Si grille badge and standard to prevent dealer gouging
foglights in front would be a start. But the Euro-ization of the Civic, on balance, is a very good
thing. And though final pricing hasn't been announced, this well-rounded package should be a
good value and make an ideal comparo against that SVT-ified Civic. Now, Honda North America
would do well to inject some of the Si's power, handling, and personality into the coupe and
sedan. And don't forget to say thanks to that punk, er, youth, in the over-modified hatchback
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DX. Back to top. Type: Aluminum-Alloy In-Line 4. Displacement cc : Horsepower rpm SAE net :
Torque lb. Compression Ratio: 9. Ignition System: Electronic with Immobilizer. Direct Ignition
System. Drivetrain 4 Speed Automatic DX. Type: Front-Wheel Drive. Manual Transmission:
5-Speed. Automatic Transmission: 4-Speed available. Body Type: Unit Body.
PowerRack-and-Pinion Steering. Turning Diameter, Curb-to-Curb ft. Headroom in. Legroom in.
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in. Height in. Width in. Track in. Curb Weight lbs. Fuel gal. Actual mileage may vary. Immobilizer
Theft-Deterrent System. Dual Side Airbags: Available. Power Door Locks. Cruise Control. Map
Lights. Trip Odometer. Adjustable Steering Column. Driver's Armrest: Accessory. Beverage

Holder: Front. Adjustable Front Seat Belt Anchors. Manual Seat Height Adjuster. Reclining Front
Seatbacks. Adjustable Front-Seat Head Restraints. Remote Fuel Filler Door Release. Remote
Trunk Release with Lock. Maintenance Interval Indicator. Headlights-On Reminder. Cargo Area
Light. Trunk-Open Indicator Light. Front Door Pocket Storage Bins. Passenger Side Seatback
Pocket. Rear Defroster with Timer. Coin Box. Driver's and Front Passenger's Vanity Mirrors.
Child Proof Rear Door Locks. Emergency Trunk Opener. Illuminated Ignition Switch. Driver's
Footrest. Center Console Storage. Chrome Door Handle Pulls. Integrated Rear Window Antenna.
Dual Manual Remote-Operated Mirrors. Dual Power Mirrors. Remote Entry System.
Impact-Absorbing Body-Colored Bumpers. Body Side Molding. Body-Colored Door Handles.
Chrome Trunk Lid Garnish. Tinted Glass. Front Air Spoiler. Engine 4 Speed Automatic EX.
Drivetrain 4 Speed Automatic EX. Driver's Armrest. Dual Power Mirrors: Body-Colored. Body
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Drivetrain 5 Speed Manual LX. Choose a Year and Model to View YEAR MODEL. When most
people think about a , they don't envision a car capable of barreling down the Autobahn at mph
in top gear with the tach registering rpm. But that's what the new Civic Si can do. I know,
because I was driving this hot new hatchback at the time. Heady performance indeed. And not
exactly what you'd expect of a Civic, 's popular small car that has been with us since the s and
is now in its seventh generation. But with the new Si â€” which is built alongside the new CR-V
in England â€” it's plain to see that Honda has injected the car with a dose of attitude to lure
more young male buyers into the Civic fold. Both cars are based on the same front-drive
unit-body chassis, and Honda says the Si is significantly stronger than the last Civic hatchback
of Moreover, the new Si has firm suspension, tuned almost identically to that of the European
Civic Type R, a car not sold in the U. On smooth German roads the Si feels just fine, but I am
curious how it will fare in areas with harsh roads. Complementing the Si's rigid structure and
sport suspension is its 2. This aluminum-block engine is aided by i-VTEC, which takes Honda's
system of variable valve timing and lift one step further: It makes the phasing of the intake
camshaft completely variable across the rev range to increase power, improve fuel economy
and reduce emissions. What this translates to in real life is an extremely smooth engine with a
wide powerband and none of the power spikes found in other VTEC engines. This engine just
pulls and pulls. At the same time it's efficient, giving the Si expected overall fuel economy of 28
mpg. The engine produces bhp at rpm, and lb. That power reaches the front wheels via a
compact new close-ratio 5-speed manual transmission with triple-cone synchronizers for 1st
and 2nd gears. The action of the cable linkage is excellent, with short throws nearly on a par
with those of the Honda S What makes the Si's shifter interesting is that it protrudes from a
rounded pod on the dash. The arrangement looks odd but works well because the driver's right
hand doesn't have to drop far from the steering wheel to grab another gear. Another benefit is
the freed-up floor space, which Honda has filled with a console that can hold 10 compact discs
or a couple of large water bottles. The rest of the Si's interior is more conventional, with
supportive front seats that are aggressively bolstered and wrapped in a grippy black fabric that
looks a bit like suede. The red stitching on the seats is carried over to the robust three-spoke
steering wheel, which is adjustable for height but not reach. All gauges, switches and controls
are where you'd expect them to be, and although the quality of materials is good, it's not quite
to the level of the more expensive RSX. One minor bother with the Si is consistent with all new
Civics â€” its cowl is so high that it's impossible for the driver to see any part of the car forward
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of the base of the windshield. Apart from that, there's little to dislike about the new Civic Si. It
does look a little too generically Honda from the front, but for the most part it's a distinctively
shaped automobile that's well put together, combining excellent power and firm suspension
with an honest back seat and a practical hatchback. And technophiles, take note: The Si is the
first Civic with electrically assisted steering, which is said to improve the car's fuel economy by
2 percent. Honda expects to sell 15, Civic Si models annually in North America, and they begin
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